Dear Mr. D’Ambrosi,

Earlier today I spoke with Ed Trimble’s assistant, Ms. Chasbrow, who when we spoke confirmed receipt of the two photos I included in the email I sent her at 1:08 PM [see below]; the second showing a close up of Chopper 8 that came rather close to our studio cliff house yesterday at about 5:14 PM as my wife and I were looking out the west facing windows at what appears to be a US Navy ship that for the past several days has been going “back and forth”, and I doubt very much they would go to such measures to “spy on us” when they surely have better things to do, and besides I am an “open book”.

By The Way at 3:55 PM, a California Highway Patrol helicopter followed immediately by a Marine helicopter flew right in front and then moments later the CHP helicopter turned around and headed south.

Not to mention that you would understand that a major “turning event” began in the history of Israel following the debacle of the summer of 1954 when the most senior Israeli Military Intelligence officer in charge of orchestrating “on the ground”, the highly covert Suzannah Operation in Egypt, “turned”, most likely before the operation began, resulting in the capture, torture and hangings of other intelligence officers, causing David Ben Gurion who hadn’t forgotten that the United States of America was “no friend” of the fledging State of Israel in its War of Independence 1947-1948 when the US placed not only an embargo on the Israel but prevented men of military age from entering Israel, to begin thinking “outside of the box”, going back to his roots and looking at ways to avoid future intelligence officers being corrupted by knowingly engaging corrupt individuals beginning with those in the most corrupt business in the world, diamonds.
Do you still think it is “farfetched” that the US Navy would consciously design and build a Swastika shaped Navy building on Coronado Island, construction lasting some 3 years, and beginning in 1967, the year of the Arab-Israeli 6 Day War, when on the 2nd day, June 8th, the brutal Israel Air Force that had decimated all the Arab airfields in the first few hours along with Israel’s beyond belief most brutal Maritime Special Forces, Flotilla 13, attacked the totally defenseless USS Liberty spy ship operating very much in “harms way” but in international waters off the coast of Egypt, starting out with the most brilliantly trained Israeli pilots flying not F-16s but French built Mirage fighter bomber jets, after firing their cannons, hurtling napalm bombs on to the deck with the most enormous American flag flying high on the clearest of blue sky days, and then saying, “Sorry, it was a mistake!”?

You know that part of the genius of Israel’s success on the battlefield is to “forgive” its enemies which does not mean they are gracious in victory, knowing full well as do you, that most greedy, poorly bred human beings view graciousness as weakness.

Nothing more unnerving to any soldier especially those operating “in enemy lines”, than to have question their “intelligence”.

You have noticed that Israel hasn’t made a big deal about American-Israeli spy Jonathan Pollard getting released prior to the Mossad insisting that President Bill “Rhodes-De Beers scholar lawyer” Clinton grant traitor Marc “Trading with the enemy” Rich a Presidential Pardon, given how Israel not only had all the intelligence but didn’t want to associate itself with a schlemiel who couldn’t figure out Israel has all the intelligence it needs and when it wants more it simply goes to United States Government and reminds them of the US Government’s pivotal role in the wholesale slaughter of 6 million European Jewish people.

Now do yourself a favor and read Chapter 9, DIAMONDS FOR HITLER, subtitle, THE SECRET WAR REPORT OF THE OSS/CIA, perhaps the most important chapter in Hollywood blockbuster author, Edward Jay Epstein’s, The Diamond Invention. Immediately after clicking hyperlink below


ask yourself,

What happened to those diamonds Hitler didn’t use to either finance his Nazi German military machine that had the Allies playing catch-up and/or to build the precision tooling needed to manufacture the most magnificent military, at a time when German banks had collapsed and a barrelful of Deutche Marks couldn’t afford a loaf of bread?

You are not alone in perfectly understanding why President Franklin D. Roosevelt didn’t bomb the headquarters of very arrogant De Beers who not only have a record of each and every elected and non-elected government official on their payroll but every so often make it their business to embarrass publicly their top dogs including
President John F. Kennedy who was forced to meet De Beers co-head, Anglo South African Harry Oppenheimer at the Carlyle Hotel right before President elect JFK got sworn in to office.

http://www.edwardjayepstein.com/diamond/chap18.htm

The Mossad have also known from well before the start of World Oil War II that De Beers, again no friend of the “free enterprise system” had totally infiltrated the British War Ministry.

The Mossad, “By way of deception we wage war!“

David Ben Gurion when coming out of retirement to become, first Israel Minister of Defense some 2 years before the 1956 Sinai War and then Prime Minister once again until 1963, went about creating “safeguards” to make certain both the Mossad and Israeli Military Intelligence were “kept honest” and why you see in Spielberg’s 2005 movie MUNIich scenes that have Israeli Special Forces commandos questioning the reliability of their intelligence but in “real life”, not to the point that a Mossad agent unless a schlemiel, would actually pay for intelligence, and if so, you would know it would make much more sense to use Diamond Currency that is totally untraceable and can be cashed into any currency anywhere in the world including on each and every main street in the United States.

David Ben Gurion also didn’t need to read Edward Jay Epstein’s most fascinating non-fiction novel, The Diamond Invention to know that once Israel had established its military presence both in Israel and throughout the world to counter the ongoing desire of elitists to find a Jewish “scapegoat” for all their contrived ills, that Israel could also “play the same game” as those such as the De Beers-Anglo American Cartel who profiteered handsomely from the annihilation of 6 million Jewish people in the Holocaust which had the United States of America sitting it out for the most part until the Japanese, who provided a “safe haven” to Jewish people escaping from Europe, attacked on December 7th, 1941 without taking out oil dumps on the island of Hawaii leading most experts to conclude that Japan was planning an invasion that never happened; that doesn’t have you forgetting the US Government beginning with President Franklin D. Roosevelt turning away in 1939 the SS St. Louis carrying some 937 odd Jewish passengers, many who ended dying horribly in the Concentration Camps of Auschwitz and the such.

Mossad, “By way of deception we wage war!“.

Elitists have no loyalty to country, race or religion only “love of money”, all geared to have these amoral human beings live the “Lives of Riley” and have the masses of hard working peoples fight it out amongst themselves for the scraps, all the while promoting verbiage such as “nationalism, spread of freedom and democracy” and of course the importance of the “free enterprise system” which is the last thing anti-competition folks like De Beers would like to see take root anywhere, let alone in those countries where they have corrupted each and every elected and non-elected government official who all have one other thing in common besides for being
corrupt, and that is to promote the hell out of the Almighty US Dollar or find themselves very quickly out of a job, their second-in-command getting the picture, “loud and clear”.

Bottom line, my grievance is the fact that your helicopter is not the only flying object that comes close by disturbing not only our “quiet enjoyment” but that of the not all that abundant wildlife, all the while we have all these government regulators and bodies such as Fishing and Wildlife making out like they really do care about the environment, and of course the same with your folks who I have never once heard on the news mentioning both the fossil fuel as well as noise pollution of your very noisy aircraft.

At the same time I haven’t had a TV connection for going on a decade and so if you find out what that Navy ship is doing please simply email me.

You have no doubt heard the expression, “one man’s system is another man’s corruption”.

My business is exposing all corruption from both the “top down” and “bottom up”, never, not once turning a blind eye to evil that today places me in the “pound seats”.

Each of us makes a choice every moment of the day and when we put our heads on our pillows we hope to hell that our conscience won’t keep us awake at night.

“Deafening silences” not only “speak the most volume” but those guilty of “playing ostrich” all the while “playing business”, getting up to all sorts of mischief that I am explaining in simple to understand English, are now finding themselves under the brightest of spotlights.

My ability to jump on ice over as many as, one time, 7 barrels when not yet into my teens, may not impress you much but you can take my word that it wasn’t only my Royal Mater-Mother who took notice of my agility as well as my level headedness when “under fire” beginning when age 11 I may have saved her eyesight when I drove her to the Emergency Room at Addington Hospital, Durban, South Africa after some minerals being offloaded from a ship in Durban’s deep water harbor where we were fishing from the dock, blew into both our eyes although I was only partially blinded, should not be the only reason you find yourself taking a rather deep breath.

My “prescient timing”, not to mention my “credibility” at the highest levels of the socio-economic ladder where those at the very top know better than to enter any room without first checking their egos which are left for the poorly conditioned who invariably find their way to sitting on the board of directors of Wall-47th Street firms, and whose lawyers beginning with Justice Department lawyers know exactly who “butters their bread”, has been followed very closely beginning with those closest to my highly secretive and worldly English born mother, raised by her pogrom orphaned paternal grandmother who came from the same tiny village of Plonsk, White Russia-Poland as David Ben Gurion, who began preparing me to take over from her as “consigliore” to the most “Money Power” people in the world long before she wrote on the top of the photo above, *Gary “In training” Jan 68.*

I bet my last worthless-fictitious and very blood stained De Beers-US Dollar it has been a while since you thought much of the expression, “In war money is no object”!

Even though it is possible you haven’t heard of me you wouldn’t be in the least bit surprised to hear me telling you that, more likely than not, I know more about your business than you and everyone you know and it is not only because I once did a series of assignments for Randolf Hearst, the now deceased and immediate past Chairman of the Board of Hearst Corporation who succinctly stated, “*The only thing the American public are interested in is, tits and ass*.”
My business is “risk assessment” and I started out well before I finished high school in South Africa back in 1974 before then going on to the University of Natal-Kwazulu for the single reason of staying out of the United States of America’s South African Apartheid Regime’s most brutal Angolan Civil War, no different to any civil war throughout the world following the American Civil War of the mid-19th Century.


Today I am now organizing my thoughts to produce a bestselling book, The History of Money Creation and Its Future! and look forward both to peace and quiet as well as your input.

Now if you are comfortable with the “status quo” you probably won’t buy it, but think about your children and grandchildren.

If you don’t mind, since I have now added most of your Team 8’s email addresses to my email list which represents a statically valid sampling of the world’s literate population, I will do the same with yours.

The hyperlink below takes you to my most recent heavily broadcasted communiqué and you will notice in the carbon copy section not only email addresses your recognize but certain folks like Israeli Military intelligence and the Mossad, Israel's non-nonsense most lethal intelligence institute who I doubt you communicate with on a regular base or so you thought.

BTW I have just taken a couple of shots of the most beautiful sea-landscape unveiling before my wife and my eyes which I will in due course upload on to my blog at www.just3ants.com.

Tonight’s sunset is going to be spectacular. My wife, in her very cute French accent now commenting as she makes her way out of bed, looking out, “What a beautiful scenery”.

My plan is to take the digital camera with me on my run to Torrey Pines and I don’t think my gorgeous wife will mind since I have been very attentive to her needs including typing a number of emails for her which I do most of the time but now even more so since she injured her fortunately very strong back on a very bad fall on a hike this past Saturday in the Cleveland National Forest.

Don’t you think it would make a whole lot more sense than having your chopper flying around making a nuisance of itself to have those of us with residences on the cliff compete for the best photo of the day and for the winner to attend free of charge one of my Educational Light Journey-One Tribe of Achievers seminar-workshops?

Sincerely,

Gary S. Gevisser
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